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Abstract

This projecthas been focusedon the design and analysisof an

advanced water window soft-x-raymicroscope.These activitieshave

been accomplished by completing threetask containedin the State-
ment ofWork of .scontract:The new resultsfrom thiswork con-

firmthat in orderto achieveresolutionsgreaterthan threetimesthe

wavelength of the incidentradiation,itwillbe necessaryto use as-

phericalmirrorsurfacesand touse graded multilayercoatingson the

secondaryinordertoaccommodate thelaxgevariationsoftheangleof

incidenceover thesecondaxywhen operatingthe microscopeatnumer-

icalaperturesof0.35or great. These resultsh_ve been includedin

a manuscript entitled"Designand analysisof a fast,two-mirrorsoft-

x-raymicroscope,"which istoappear in Proc. SPIE, vol. 1741-05,

1992,and which isenclosedin the Appendix of thisreport.
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1 Introduction:

In support of the NASA/MSFC Advanced Water Window X-ray Microscope

effort, this work addressed three task. Task 1 (Advanced Water Window

Imaging X-Ray Design) focused on determination of system parameters of

a microscope which could be fabricated with a goal of being able to record

on film images with a resolution of two to three times the wavelength of the

incident radiation (2-3) 0. Task 2 (Model and Evaluate Multilayer Coatings)

proposed that efforts should be directed at identifying optimal material for
maximization of reflectivity and throughput within the 23 - 44 _ regime,

which is known as the Uwater window. _ Task 3 (Properties of Biological

Specimens) proposed that the physical and x-ray absorption characteristics

of biological specimens be used to optimize the source, optics and detector

design for maximization of contrast and resolution of the microscope when
used with whole cells. Initial time estimates proposed that 50 per cent of

the effort would be directed towards Task ! and 25 per cent of the effort

on Task 2 and Task 3. In order to achieve a much higher resolution of 1.4)_

and to do some tolerance analysis for the Head-Schwarzschiid microscope

configurations, more effort was allocated to Task 1 and less to Task 3. The

reader of this report is encouraged to read the manuscript presented in the

Appendix first. The next section of this report contains some results not

presented in this paper. Then, recommendations and conclusions of this

entire project will be presented in the third section of this report.

2 Results

Figure 1 presents a geometrical configurati.,n of the Head-Schwarzschild mi-

croscope. When configuring a reflecting microscope system, the magnifica-

tion is normally determined by the object and detector resolutions. Equa-

tions 1 - 3 from the Appendix enable one to evaluate the $chwarzschild mi-

croscope parameters when the magnification, m, and radius of curvature of

the secondary, R2, are given. Table 1 presents a tabulation of Schwarzschild

microscope parameters when R2 = 10cm and m ranges from 2 to 200z. When
alternate values of R2 are used, all spatial dimensions scale linearly with R2.

Figure 2 presents an alternate version of the dependence of the numerical

aperture of a 30x spherical Schw_child microscope versus the secondary
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radius of curvature for different diameters of the primary mirror, as presented

in the Appendix.

Using the equations presented in section 3 of the Appendix, data for

the aspherical mirror surf_es of a Head-Schwarzschild microscope can be

evaluated when the magnificat!on and the spacings between the object and
primary, image and secondary, and the two mirror sudaces are given. Using

a linear least squares fitting technique, the mirror surface data can be fitted

by surface equations of the form

Ch 2 treat

z(h)= + A,h' O)
I+ J(l'" c,h2) ,_-,,s

where c isthe vertexcurvature,h isthe heightofa ray from the optical

axis,A_ are the asphericaldeformationcoefficients,which rangein number

dependingofthefittingapproach.For theasphericMcoefficientspresentedin

Table2,imax = 18,and eightasphericMdeformationterms wereconsidered

inthisfit.Figure3presentsthesinewave MTF forthemicroscopedescribed

by the datainTable2: System I.

Usinga nonlinearleastsquaresfittingprogram, effortshavebeen directed

atsimplifyingthe fittedHead surfaceequations.Table2: System 2 presents

surfacefittingdatafora 30z Head-Schwarzschildsystemdesignedto operate

with NA = 0.35,zeroconicconstantand a minimum number ofaspherical

deformation coefficients such that _ffraction limited performance is achieved.

Figure 4 presents the MTF for the microscope described by Table 2: System
2. Note that the microscope described by Table 2: System 2 yields diffraction

limited performance. However, if one compares the performance shown in

Fig. 3 to Fig. 4, one should note that Table 2: System 1 and Fig. 3 are for
a Head-Schwarzschild microscope with NA - 0.4; whereas, Table 2: System

2 and Fig. 4 are for a slower system. Table 2: System 3 presents surface

data for a 30z Head-Schwarzschild system (NA = 0.35) with a non-zero
conic constant. Note that the conic constant enables the nonlinear least

squares fitting program to obtain a good fit of the Head surfaces when only

two aspherical deformation coefficients are considered. Figure 5 presents

the MTF performance of the microscope described by Table 2: System 3.

Note that all three representations of the 30z Head-Schwarzschild microscope

considered have a secondary vertex radius of curvature of 5 cm.

For fast, two-mirror Head-Schwarzschild microscopes, the angle of inci-
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dence varies more strongly over the secondary mirror than the primary. It

appears necessary to use a graded 2d spacing for multilayers on the sec-

ondary for water window applications. For a NA = 0.35 Head-Schwarzschild

microscope, the angle of incidence _ from 12_ - 20e. Figures 6 and 7

display the variation of the reflectivity of a multilayer as a function of the

angle of incidence where the multilayer WaS optimized for three different de-
sign values of the angle of incidence (0, 20 ° , 40° ). For a modest number of

multilayer pairs (25), the full-width half maximum of the reflectivity allows

a 10° variation in the angle of incidence, which may enable use of a constant

2d spacing for the secondary multilayers; whereas, for a higher number of

multilayer pairs (100), then the full-wldth half maximum of the reflectlvity

permits only a few degree variation in the angle of incidence. Note that for

the cases cons.ldered in Figs. 6 and ?, a larger number of multi!ayer pairs

gives a higher reflectivity. Before one can finalize a multilayer configuration

for the Advanced Water Window Mi_Oscope, it will be necessary to know
experimental constraints on making graded 2d multilayer mirrors.

Additional modeling and analysis of a 40z Head-Schwarzschild micro-

scope system have been done where the vertex radius of curvature was con-

sidered to be equal to 5cm. Table 3 presents the layout and linear least

squared fitting data for this microscope operating at a NA = 0.40. Fig-
ure 8 shows the RMS blur radius versus the object height for a 40z Head-

$chwarzschlld microscope using different fitting formulas. It should be noted

that all three fitting processes give very similar performance for the designed

system. It is also indicated by these fitting proces_s that the surfaces of
the Hea_i-Schwarzschild microscope ckn be mathematically represented with

high accuracy by some surface formulas.
After the designed surfaces have been fitted by some formulas, one can do

the ray tracing and optical performance analyses for the Head-SchwarT_child

systems. Normally, system alignment tolerances, such as, decentering, sur-

face tilt and variance of the spacing, are done to investigate effects of the
fabrication process on the system pertormance. In this study, attention has

been focused on determining the feasii)ility of manufacturing Head aspheri-

ca] surfaces, since the surface contour deviation become more important as

the operating wavelength become shorter. In the following, an analysis of

the performance of a 40z Head-Schwarzschild microscope will be presented,

and the effects of manufacturing process of optical surfaces on the syste_n

performance will be investigated.

!
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For the 40z Bead-Schwarzschild microscope defined in Table 3, a resolu-
tion better than 50 A is predicted to be the diffraction limited performance

over an obje "t field of 40pro when operating at a wavdength of 40 _,, as shown

in Fig. 9. The sine wave MTF of th!s System and a spherical $chwarzschild
microscope, operating at a wavelength of 100 _,, is shown in Fig. 10. Note

from Fig. 10 that the Head-Schwarzschild microscope is near diffraction lim-

ited for NA = 0.4, which will provide significantly higher spatial resolution

than a spherical Schwarzschild microscope for similar numerical aperture.

The radial energy distribution for this 40z Head-Schwarzschild system is

given in Fig. 11.

Although it has been demonstrated that the 8ead-Schwarzschi!d micro-
scope can be designed to achieve diffraction limited performance over a large

numerical aperture and the Head surfaces can be fitted very accuratdy, it

can r.ot be assumed that a Head-Schwarzschild microscope can actually be

built to operate at these high numerical apertures, since the aspherical sur-

faces will require very accurate manufacturing of the surface contour. In

addition to the system tolerances for alignment, analysis of the surface man.

ufacturing tolerance become very important for soft-x-ray systems. In ot,_,.,"

to investigate the effects of the manufacturing process of optical surfaces

on the performance of the designed system, some numerical simulations have

been done. Based on an understanding of the manufacturing process, assume

that the manufacturing process introduces some errors into the mathemati-
cally well fitted surfaces. Then, one can assume that a real surface can be

described by the following formula:

z - f(x, y) + y) (2)

where f(z,_) represents the ideally fitted surface and/_(z, y) describes the

manufacturing errors introduced into the surface co,tour.

For manufacturing a sysmmetric sudace, the surface substrate usually

is rotated about the symmetry axis while the cutting tool is milling or, the

surface, and the cutting tool should also be moved back and forth along the

radial direction to cover the entire surface. Thus, it is reasonable to assume
that the manufacturing surface errors are rotationally symmetric around the

surface. In this simulation work, an approximately linear model for the

manufacturing surface errors has been used and can be written as follows:

5(v) = kr[1 + csin(2_r for)] (3)

j
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where k = (Errorffi_,)/rmx is a constant that gives the maximum contour
error on the surface, the constant c measures the contribution of rotational

error effects, and fo gives the frequency of these rotational error effects. Fig-
ures 12-14 show the surface error functions with different values of parameters

and the appropriate sine wave MTF for each case. It can be seen from Figs.

12-14 that the simulated surface errors contribute significantly to the sys-

tem performance even though the maximum error value is only a quarter of

wavelength.

3 Recommendations and Conclusions:

This investigator recommends that NASA fabricate a 30z Head-Schwarzschild

micro6cope configured as listed in Table 2: System 3. All three systems de-
scribed in Table 2 provide n_r diffr_tion limited performance. The sub-

strate fabrication and test of System 3 appears to be more promising than

the other two systems described in Table 2. In order to realize the resolution

enhancement potential of these fast :Head-Schwarzschild microscope, it will

be necessary to use a divergent x-ray source with cone half-angle of at least

20", which suggest that a laser plasma system would be a good source con-

figuration to enable the fast microscope to achieve the ultra high resolution

of the diffraction limited performance of 1 4_. The multilayer configuratic.,

of the Advanced Water Window Microscope can not be finalized until ex-

perimental constraints on making graded 2d multilayer mirrors are better
understood.
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M(x) r,(cm)

TABLE I

Schwarzschild Microscope Paruneterl with r i - 10cm.

Zo(cm ) Z(cm) L(cm) f(cm)

|

2 109.0833 8.256939 -92.5694 117.3402 5.5046

3 58.2843 8.047379 -34.1421 66.3316 6.0355

4 45.5840 8.006406 -13.5584 53.5904 6.4#,51

5 40.0000 8.000000 0.0000 48.0000 6.6667

10 31.7929 8.023756 48.4446 88.2613 7.2943

1S 29.6935 8.041505 90.9291 128.6641 7.6389

20 28.7361 8.052073 132.3053 169.0935 7.6686

30 27.8342 8.083728 214.0777 249.97,56 7.8036

40 27.4027 8.069952 295.3954 330.8680 7.8731

50 27.1497 8.073812 376.5409 411.7644 7.9155

60 26.9835 8.076437 457.6027 492.6526 7.9440

70 26.8659 8.078337 538.6176 573.5619 7.9646

80 26.7784 8.07977,5 619.6036 6,54.4618 7.9800

90 26.7107 8.080902 700.,5705 73,5.3621 7.9921

I00 26.6567 8.081809 781.5242 816.2627 8.0018

120 26.,5762 8.083177 943.40,51 978.064,5 8.0164

140 26.,5190 8.084161 110,5.2636 1139.8667 8.0268

160 26.4762 8.084902 1267.1081 1301.6692 8.0347

180 26.4430 8.08,5480 1428.9435 1463.4719 8.0408

200 26.4165 8.085044 1590.7724 1625.2748 8.0457



Tablo 2: TWO-NIRItOR EEAD NICROBCOPI

Gonerai e_otm hr_;_ ..........

Hagnification - 30x

Wavelength - 130_

NA(obJect) - 0.35

(object to secondary vertex distance) - 90.318625ml

dr, dz (secondary to primary axial distance) - 89.1710nm

ds (secondary to image plane distance) - 1159.5595n

Linear least squares techniques have been used to fit the numerical

surface data of the Head microscope to formula representing a

spherlcal term (conic constant = 0) plus 18th order polynomlal

representing the aspherlcal deformation terms.

Diameter (mm)

Hole Dia. (ram)

Vertex Radius (mm)

Conic Constant

^4 (u'3)

A6 (-s)

A1o(n "_)

A_z(_'" )

A14 (ram"I))

A16(a.." is)

Ala(n "iT)

140.0

30.0

139.1710029

0

+4.169921D-12

-6.130163D-13

-3.886256D-17

-4.762976D-21

+4.134260D-25

-8.866795D-29

+6.371668D-33

-2.737764D-37

Secondary

28.0

49.99999481

0

-8.539853D-11

-3.643164D-9

-2.510754D--12

-1.399772D--15

-7.165030D-19

-4.361604D-22

-5.468617D-26

-2.605799D-28



Nonlinear least squares techniques have been used to fit the

numerical surface data of the Head microscope to a formula

consisting of a spherical _ur_ac_term-(c_slc constant - 0) plus
10th order polynomial to represent the aspherlcal deformation
terms.

Secondary

Dlameter(mm} 140.0 28.0

Hole Dia. (R) 30.0

Vertex Radius (_a)

Conic Constant

A, (_-s)

A6 (ram"s)

(n "T)

Alo(ram"9)

139.170963

0

+3.8477823D-12

-8.9405110D-15

+4.6907802D-19

-1.3328044D-22

50.0000012

0

+5.495094_D-I0

-4.4879182D-11

+2.8078656D-14

-1.3305613D-16

87stea 3

Nonlinear least squares technique has been used to fit the

numerical surface data of a Head microscope to a formula with a

conic surface term plus 6th order polynomial representing the

aspherlcal and non-conic deformation terms.

Primary Secondary

Diameter(mm} 140.0 28.0

Hole Dia. (am) 30.0 ....

Vertex Radius (rm) 139.170963 49.9999115

Conic Constant +0.0029751487 -0.002862214

A 4 (mm "3) +1.405927D-10 -1.826711D-9

A 6 (mm "5) 0 -_.739086D-II
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Table. 3. System paramctcrs for a 40x Hcad-Schwarzachild x-ray microscope

(Surfaces arc described by numerical surface data).

Magnification .................... 40.00_

Pr/mary minor

Vertex radius of curvature

Outside diameter

Hole Diameter

Seconda_ mirror

Vertex tad/us of curvature

Outside diamctcr

Object diatance from secondary(s)

Mirrorspacing(d)

Image distance fi'om primary(Z)

Overall Icngth(s+d+Z)

13.70135 cm

15.48154cm

6.15065 cm

5.00000 cm

3.133174 cm

9.03498 cm

8.70135 cm

147.69770 cm

165.43403 cm

Surface fitting l_mctcrs for a 40x Head-Schw_d x-ray microscope

Paramcte_'s Primazy Secondary

R (cm)

If

A4 (cm-3)

A6 (cm-5)

A8 (cm-7)

A10 (cm-9)

A12 (cm-ll)

A14 (cm-13)

A16 (cm-15)

AI8 (cm-17)

A20 (cm-19)

13.70135

0.00000

-0.131933875294077E- 10

-0.653559251498143E-09

-0.50261345361137TE- 11

-0.229789120653666E- 13

-0.389598050507999E- 15

0.410717288192075E- 17

-0.724848991939541E- 19

0.._05378996406414E-21

-0.205886119729607E-23

5.00000

0.00000

-0.156219804107234E-_

-0.344527894030282E-05

-0.237241032375997E-06

-0.131383965886426E-07

-0.689544120055730E_9

-0.323554697185727E-I0

-0_251252179356&24E-I 1

0.370745140031913E- 13

43.158756829827209E- 13
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Design and analysis of a fast, two-mirror
soft-x-ray microscope

D. L. Shealy, C. Wang, _., .Jian_.L. Jin
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University of Alabama at Birmingham

Birmingham, A L 35294-1170

R. B. Hoover

Space Science Laboratory

NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, AL 35812

ABSTRACT

During the past several years, a number of investigators have addressed the design, analysis, fab-
rication, and testing of spherical Schwarzschild microscopes for soft-x-ray applications using mul-

tilayer coatings. Some of these systems have demonstrated diffraction limited resolution for small

numerical apertures. Rigorously aplanatic, two-asphericai mirror Head microscopes can provide

near diffraction limited resolution for very large numerical apertures. This paper summarizes the

relationships between the numerical aperture, mirror radii and diameters, magnifications, and total

system length for Schwarzschild microscope configurations. Also, an analysis of the characteristics

of the ttead-Schwarzschild surfaces will be ieported. The numerical sudace data predicted by the

Head equations have been tlt by a variety of functions and analyzed by conventional optical de-

sign codes. Efforts have been made to determine whether current optical substrate and multilayer

coating technologies will permit construction of a very fast Head microscope which can provide

resolution approaching that of the wavelength of the incident radiation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the vacuum environment of a sample, conventional electron microscopes can not be used

to investigate biological samples under natural conditions. X-ray microscopes provide a different

way of studying samples with a resolution of several hundred angstroms.J1, 2, 3] Although diffrac-

tive zone plates[4] can be used to focus x-rays in a microscope with a resolution of about three
hundred angstroms, there are some problems, such as, low diffraction e_ciency and the high cost

of making the zone plates, which seem to constrain zone plate x-ray microscopes from achieving

resolutions of less than 100_,. The development of multilayer coatings[5, 6] provides the possibility

of using multilayer coated mirrors for soft-x-ray microscopy studies with very high resolutions.

An important field for using high resolution soft-x-ray microscopy is cell biology. Many bio-

logical samples contain carbon based molecules in an aqueous environment. The water window[7]

refers to the soft-x-ray wavelength region of 23 - 44_ in which water is relativdy transparent and

carbon is highly absorptive. This provides a possibility of studying the _tructure of DNA and
macromolecules within living cells. In order to study microscopic features of biolog_,'.al objects, a

multilayex coated, reflecting microscope has been proposed for use within the water window,J8, 9]

where one would like to resolve features smaller than 100A.[10] For a reflecting microscope, this
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means that a numerical aperture of about 0.4 or greater is required to enable the system to achieve
resolutions less than 100A.

The Schwarzschild two-mirror system[l 1, 12] has been used for many micmscop.y_and projection

lithography applications over a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Recently, the spherical

Schwarzschild optics coated with multilayers have been used in soft-x-ray microscopy applications[8,
9, 13, 14, 15] and for projection lithography[16, 17] where linewidths of 500_, have been written on

photoresist by AT&T Bell Labs. While operating within the 100- 200_, region, diffraction limited

performance has been obtained for a small numerical aperture (NA _< 0.15) and over a small field
of view.

In an effort to provide ,'apabilities for using alternate configurations of two-mirror microscopes

while only using thlrd-order designs, Hannah[18] has presented a general analysis of a two conical
mirror relay system which corrects third-order spherical aberration, coma, and astigmatism. The

concentric, spherical Schwarzschild system is a special case of Hannah'S formulation. Hannan's ap-

proach enables one to construct a two-mlrror microscope where the two conical mirrors are used to
overcome the constraint of concentric, spherical mirrors required in the conventional Schwarzschild

system. However, the Hannah system does not provide for any higher order correction of aberra-

tions and would likely not function well with a large NA. In order to increase the resolution, one

can decrease the operating wavelength and/or increase the NA. To increase the NA and to control

aberrations such that diffraction limited performance can be achieved, the authors have proposed

using the asphericai Bead microscope design.[19, 20]

A. K. Head[21] has used the aplanatism conditions to set up differential equations for the

surfaces in a two-mirror imaging system such that all orders of spherical aberration and coma are

zero. This means that the Head microscope should provide near diffraction limited performance for
very large NAs over a small field of view. Analytical solutions of these two differential equations

have been obtained but can not readily be used by conventional optical design codes to determine

the performance of a Head microscope.

In this paper, a parametric study for a spherical Schwarzsct:ild microscope has evaluated the

relationships between NA, mirror radii and diameters, magnifications, and the total system length.
Also, an analysis of the characteristics of the a_pherical surfaces of a Head-Schwarzschild microscope

will be presented, including a discussion of fitti_g several different functions to the mirror surface

data. Then, the optical performance of a fast Head microscope has betq analyzed by conventional

optical design codes. Analyses of the Head surface shapes and variation of the angles of incidence
over the mirror surfaces have been conduc_ to determine whether current optical substrate and

multilayer coating technologies will permit construction of a very fast Head microscope which may

provide resolution approaching that of the wavelength of the incident radiation.

2. SPHERICAL SCHWARZSCHILD MICROSCOPE

A third-order aplanatic design for a reflecting microscope can be made from two concentric

spherical mirrors as shown in Fig. 1, if the mirror radii satisfy the Schwarzschild condition:

R2 3 R2 /5 R2
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Figure I: Geometrical configuration of & Head-Schwa.-zschild microscot_e.

where Rl and R_ are the radii of curvature of the primary and secondary mirrors, 74 is the distance

from the object point to the center of curvature of the two mirrors, and the + sign in Eq. 1 is used

when the magnification is greater than 5. Using paraxial optics rdationshlps, the magnification of

a spherical Schwarzschild microscope can be written as

-RiRz

m = (2RtZo - RtR2 - 2R2_)" (2)

For a derivation and more discussion of the $chwarzschild condition, Eq. 2, and some ray tracing
analyses, see Re/'. [12]. It has also beechshown[22] that a spherical $chwarzschild microscope does

not have any third-order astigmatism while also satisfying the thlrd-order aplanatism conditions.

When configuring a reflecting microscope system, the magnification is normally determined by

object and detector resolutions. Therefore, Eqs. I and 2 are not in a convenient form for determining

system parameters for x specific microscope. However, Rt can be eliminated by combining Eqs. 1
and 2 to obtain:

a, - Cm 1) l)' + +1)1

= (m + j.), (3)

where Rn can now be evaluated as a function of m, using Eqs. 1 and 3. Using the mirror equation

and Eqs. 1 - 3, one can evaluate the data in Table I, which gives the Schwarzschild system

parameters for a range of magnifications where L(= 7,o + Zi) is the total b..ngth of a microscope

and Z(- Zi - Rt) is the distance from the vertex of the primary mirror to the image plane.

The data in Table I can be scaled linearly. For example, to obtain the system parameters for a

--L
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249.9756

- 330.8680.

411,7644

Table h Schwar_child Microscope Parameters for R2 = 10cm.

microscope with t secondary radius of curvature of 5cm, then multiply the data in Table 1 by 0.5

to obtain the systems parameters for such a microscope.

While configuring a Schwar_chiid microscope for a specific application, it is desirable to under-

stand the relationship between the numerical aperture (NA) of the microscope, the magnificltion

(m), the diameter of the primary mirror (Ds.op,), and the radius of curvature of the secondary mir-
ror (Rz). For a spherical Schwar_child microscope, it follows from the definition NA = sin 0_

and Fig. h

NA -_ -- (D,_._I2) (4)

2+ (Zo+ R, - Zl.m:,) 3

where from the equation of the primary mirror surface

(D,..,º/2)'
= __ (5)

& + _/_ - (D,..,,/2)'

Using Eq. 4 for the calculations, Fig. 2 displays the relationship between NA, m, and tbc ratio

(DI_,p,/R2). One notes from Fig. 2 that NA is a much stronger function of (DI.,p,/R2) than of

the magnification of the system. For a practical example of the usefulness of the data presented

in Fig. 2, consider that based on the object and detector resolutions, one seeks to build a 30:

microscope with a NA within the range of 0.3 - 0.4. Then, from Fig. 2, it follows that (Ds.,_/Rz)

would need to be within the range of 2.05 - 2.70. It is generally recognized[20] that a sp_rical

Schwarzschild micrcecope can not perform with diffraction limited resolution for NA > 0.15, but

the a.sphericaJ Head microscope, which will be discussed in the next section, will be able to operate

with diffraction limited resolution for a very large NA.

F;gure 3 pzesents a plot of the object space NA versus Rz for different values of DI.,_. The
relationships between these parameters should be considered before building a specific configuration

of a two-mirror microscope. After a determination of m and NA, then substrate fabrication,

polishing, and multi!ayer coating technologies will drive a determination of R_ and Ds_,_. Also,

it _hould be noted that a determination of first-order system parameters is required befme the

a.spherical mirror shapes can be evalua_ for a Head-Schwarzschild microscope that can provide

diffraction limited performance for very large NA._. For example, if one wishes to build a 30z

micr_cope with a 12.horn diameter primary, then Fig. 3 predicts that R2 would decrease from
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$.9cm to 4.5cm as NA is increased from 0.3 to 0.4. More specifically, Table 1 and Fig. 3 predict

the following system first-order system parameters

m = 30z, HA = 0.3,5, L = 124.88c_, Rt = 13.917an, Dl,,v, = 12.5cm, Rz = ,Scm. (6)

A microscope with these system parameters can be fabricated with current technology. However,

one must examine the aspherical surfaces required of this system to provide difl'r_ctioo-lhnited

resolution with NA = 0.35 and a resolution of Res = ,_/(2NA) --- 1.4L Also, one must evxluaJ_e

the variation of the angle of incidence over both mirrors to determine the nature d the multilayer

coatings which will be required.

3. ASPHERICAL HEAD MICROSCOPE

In order to improve the optical performance of a third-order design, such _ the spherical

Schwarzschild microscope[12] or the conical microscope of Hannah[18], one often seeks am optical

system which rigorously satisfies the Abl_ Sine Condition for all rays:

sin0=msinu (7)

and the constant optical path length condition:

p+r+l=po+ro+lo (s)

where m is the microscope magnification, and the variables (p, r, l) axe defined in Fig. 1. The

constants (po, l"0,1o) are the parxxial values of the corresponding variables. An optical system

which satisfies Eqs. 7 and 8 is called an aplanat, which is free of all orders of spherical aberration

and coma. :n 1957, Head[21] presented an analytical solution in closed form for a two-mirror

aplanat with finite object and image points, that is, a microscope or projectiou system. The

primary and secondly mirror surfaces are specified by the following equations[19]:

Prima_ Aficroscope Mirror

7 = -+

* 2m J 2 J 12(rn + X) 2

where _: = (po + r,)//o, a = m_/(rn_ - I), # = m/(m - _), and 7 = cos0 + Vrn 2 - sin _0.

(9)

Secondary MicroscopeMirror

,o,,+,, (r 2_ +(l-_)cosu+ to

(10)
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where M = I/m, a'= M_/(M_ - l), 8' --M/(M - ,c),and _ -"cosu 4-JM 3- sin2u--"MT.

Itisstraightforwardtoevaluatethe mirrorprofilesof a Head microscopefrom Eqs. 9

10 forgiveninputparameters(m, re,lo,and Po),which followfrom Fig.l and Table I using tlm

followingcorrespondencebetween Schwarz.schildand Hea_iparameters:

(L - Z) pQ, - R2) Io, (L - zo -

In order to use a conventional optical design program to analyze the pedormanceof'a"H"_l-n_i- "

croscope, it is necessary to fit an equation to the numerical surface data representing the primary

and secondary mirror surfaces.

There are many ways to describe optical surfaces. Normally, optical surfaces are described by

an equation with a conic term plus some aspberical deformation terms:

I+ _/1 - (14-_)Oh 3 4- A_h_i (Ill
i---_l

where h isthe radialdistanceof a pointon the surfacefrom thesymmetry axis,c(= I/R) isthe

curvatureofthevertexofthemirror,_ istheconicconstant,and A2iaretheasphericaldeformation

coel_cients.If_ and A_ are zero,then Eq. Il specifiesthat thesurfaceis& sphere.If_ isnot

zero,but allA_ arezero,then Eq. Il representsa conicalsurface.

Afterevaluatingthesur/acedataforthe primaryand secondarymirrorsina Head microscope

from Eqs.9 - 10,thenwe have usedboth linearand nonlinearleastsquaresfittingaJKorithrnsto

determinethe surfaceparametersofEq. II such thatthe Head microscopecan be veryconsis-

tentlymodeled to satisfythe aplanatismconditionsand to yielddiffractionlimitedresolutionfor

thedesiredNA. Foe a specificsetofsurfacedata,itisnot clearinitiallyho" many aspheHcalde-

formation terms will be required or whether the conic constant is zero. Experience has shown that

it is desirable to determine an approximate shape of the Head surfaces before doing extensive noa-

linear least squares fitting. As a result of the initial values used in this work, the Head mr/aces can

be approximated by spherical Schwarzschild microscope surfaces with the corresponding surface

parameters. Good representations for Head surfaces have been determined to have a small conic

constant and one to two aspherical deformation terns or to have zero conic constant with four to

eiKht aspherical deformation terms. It has been found that there are no unique representations for

the fitting of a Head microscope surface, but all well behaved solutions have the same ditTractkrt
limited optical performance.

For example, using a nonlinear least squared fitting algorithm, a set of Head surface parameten

is given in Table 2 for a 30z microscope with NA = 0.35 where the following axial spacing_s have
been used

do = 90.318625mm, dl= 89.1710mm, d_ "- 1159.5595mm. (12)

The &spherical surfaces described in Table 2 represent surfaces which differ from &spherical surface

by approximately one micron for a prima.,7 aperture radius of 70ram, which corresponds to a

NA = 0.35. Current substrate fabrication technologies should be able to make the mirror surfaces

defined by Table 2. Figure 4 presents the MTF for the system given in Table 2 and Eq.12, which
shows that this representation of the 30z Head microscope is diffraction limited.

7
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Variable Primary Secondary

Diameter(mm)
Hole Dia. (ram)
Vertex Radius (mm)
Conic Constant

A4 (ram-3)
A6 (ram-5)

140.0

30.0

139.170963

0.0029751487

1.405927D-I0

0

29.0

none

49.999915

-0.002862214

-I.826711D-9

-4.739086D-lI

i/ Table 2: Nonlinear least squares technique has been used to fit the numerical surface data of t

Head microscope to a formula with a conic surface term plus 6th order polynomial representing

the aspherical and non-conic deformation terms.
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Next, it is important to determine whether it is possible to deposit multilayer coatings on these
fast mirror surfaces. Figure 5 presents the variation of the angle of incidence on both the prinm'y

and secondary Head mirrors as a fuuctlon of the microscope NA for the 30z Head microscope

which is defined by Table 2 and Eq.12, where the diameter of the primary was increased to achieve

larger NAs. It is evident from Fig. 5 that the angle of incidence varies more rapidly over the

secondary than the primary. This strong variation of the angle of incidence over the secondazy

mirror has significant implications for the design and fabrication of multilayer coatings of a fast

Head microscope.

Depending on how a multilayer is designed, peak reflectlvides may only be m_dntained for a

5 - 10° variation in the angle of incidence over the muitilayer. Therefore, conventional multi-

layer coatings can not be used for a very fast Head microscope. However, graded or segmented

multilayer coatings may be used to coat the secondary mirror such that operation wit:, accept-

able reflectivity may be achieved for a wide range of NAs. To illustrate this concept, consider

designing off-axis multilayers to work with a peak reflectivity for segments of the primary and

secondary mirrors corresponding to the aperture of NA -- 0.45 for a water window microscope

using Ni/Ca multilayers.[23] Figure 6 illustrates this concept where tbe multilayer coatings on the
primary have been optimized for a 8" angle of incidence with a d-spacing period of 20.3A and

ratio (_e_) _- 0.414, and the multilayers on the secondary have been optimized for a 27" angle of

incidence with a d-spacing period of 22.5,_ stud ratio (_) - 0.32. The muitilayer optical constamts

for Ni[n =0.98822,5, k=0.004120] and Ca[n=0.g99145, k=0.000278] were eva]ua, ted from the Henke

Tables.J24] It is interesting to note that for these segments of the mirror surfaces and for this con-

t_guration of multilayer coatings, this water window Head microscope would have a net re_]ectivity

r
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Figure 6: Reflectivity of proposed water window Head microscope versus the angle of incidence of
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varying from a peak value of 14% to the full-width half-maximum value of 2.4%. By further opti-

mizing the multilayers, one may be able to broaden the reflectivlty versus angle of incidence peaks

and to increase the system throughput. Efforts are also underway to identify different microscope

configurations for which the angle of incidence does not vary as strongly over the secondary mirror

surface as indicated in Fig. 5.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This work has summarized some useful relationships between NA, magnification, diameter

of the primary mkrcr, radlus of curvature of the secondary mirror, and the total length of the

$chwarzschild configurations of a micr_cope. To achieve resolutions better than about 3,_, it is

necessary to use aspherical Head surfaces to control hlgher-order aberrations. For a NA of 0.35, the

aspherical Head microscope could provide diffraction limited resolution of 1.41 where the aspherkal

surfaces would differ from the best fit sphere by approximately I micron. However, the angle of

incidence would vary by about 6" over the secondary and 3" over the primary, which may require

graded multilayer coatings to operate near peak reflectivities. For higher NAs, the variation of

the angle of incidence over the secondary mirror surface becomes g serious problem which must be

solved before multilayer coatings can seriously be considered for this application.
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